For his clients’ Naples home, designer
Andrew Howard created spirited and
welcoming interiors, such as in the main
family room area where John Robshaw’s
hand-blocked Umma Kashmir drapes the
windows. The Manisa design by Pintura
Studio livens up an antique armchair in the
foreground. The sofa and swivel armchairs
are by Hickory Chair, and the coffee table is
by Henredon. Visible through the windows
is a pool designed by landscape architect
Christian Andrea of Architectural Land Design.

J

im and Veo Martin’s house in Chicago, by Veo’s
description, “has a lot of beige.” Add to that
monochrome the steely grays of the city’s famously
frigid winters and it’s hardly surprising they wanted
some punchier hues incorporated into their Naples
residence. Having previously lived in a condo there, the
couple, who have five sons and four grandchildren, decided
to build a new home to accommodate their growing family—
and asked designer Andrew Howard to imbue it with spirit
and a welcoming palette. “This house needed to feel
approachable,” says Howard, “a happy place to go to when
it’s freezing cold up north.”
While Howard was working on the interiors, residential
designer John Cooney was designing an “Old Florida
cottage” with porches, a standing-seam metal roof and
board-and-batten siding—“all indicative of the Old Florida
vernacular,” notes Cooney, who worked with architect Randall
Stofft and project manager Liz Dovey on the plans. But
because new houses don’t yet have a history of their own,
Howard used color and pattern to weave a narrative for the
Martins, who enjoy entertaining family and close friends in the
home’s intimate spaces. “We were given a lot of freedom by
the clients to create a new experience,” says Howard.
That experience begins at the front door, which looks
straight through a family/dining area to the rear terrace
and pool. To define the space, Howard framed the floorto-ceiling windows and French doors with draperies in
a graphic yellow-and-blue pattern. “I don’t use a ton of
yellow, but it’s a happy color,” he says, adding that the
motif’s small scale doesn’t overwhelm across dozens of
yards of drapery, so it can carry the large area. Howard also
went bold on vintage armchairs with what he calls his lead
fabric, explaining, “Everything grows or is pared down from
there.” In this case, an oversize floral pattern with bright
yellow blooms cries out for attention. “I wanted the back of
the chair to look interesting,” the designer says, because
that’s what people see when they enter the house.
Equally as important was choosing the right mix of new,
custom and vintage furnishings. “Nothing’s worse for me
than having everything look like it came from a bamboovintage shop, or off the floor of a showroom,” he says. “I’m
really big on woods not matching so it doesn’t look like a
store-bought set. If you have something new, something old
and something made, you’re good.” To Howard’s credit, it’s
not always clear which is which in this home. The designer
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Opposite: Katie Ridder’s Floral Peony wallpaper from Holland & Sherry defines the powder room. A Georgia
Sconce by Coleen & Company, done in a custom color, flanks the Martins’ own mirror from Serena & Lily.
Below: Multiple patterns can coexist in a single space, as they do in this guest room, as long as the scales are
different, explains Howard. The large paisley drapes by Claremont hang beside a smaller-scale Weeping Willow
wallpaper by Clay McLaurin Studio. A tiny floral and diamond print by Anna Spiro Textiles covers the custom bed frame.

spotted a vintage sideboard for the dining area on 1stdibs,
but someone got to it before him, so he had a replica made.
He then asked decorative painter and fine artist Stephen
Floyd to create a painting that incorporated the colors in the
family and dining area. “While I do like to include the colors
of the fabrics,” Howard notes, “I prefer to use hues that are
unexpected so it looks like something we found and not
something we commissioned.”
In the kitchen, the Martins opted for crisp white with blue
accents, inspired by the Azul Calcite countertop they had
chosen for their previous condo renovation and replicated
here. They worked with Howard, general contractor Matt
Knauf and kitchen-design firm AlliKristé to fill in the rest,
with shiplap siding lining the walls and island, and customcolored lantern pendants to complement a mosaic-tile
backsplash. “The homeowners wanted a very clean-looking
kitchen,” says Knauf. “The use of shiplap, along with whites
and brighter accent colors, gives it a cottage-y feel.”

Because the Martins are empty nesters, they wanted
open entertaining areas where family and guests could
be together, with private, en suite retreats for kids and
grandchildren upstairs and two master suites on the main
floor for themselves and their friends. Howard washed pale
tones throughout the Martins’ suite. “I like masters to feel more
soothing and the colors to be more subdued,” he says. The
blue-and-green floral draperies dictated the rest of the design:
“Everywhere you look outside in Naples it’s super green and
lush, so I thought we’d embrace that in this room.”
Upstairs in one of the guest rooms, however, Howard went
all out, using a pattern play of pinks and blues. “Every house
needs that one bedroom with a wild story,” he says. The space
was put to use immediately, since the decorating was finalized
one day before the Martins’ children and grandchildren arrived
for the Thanksgiving holiday. “Having all the finishing touches
go in so seamlessly in the last days was such a good way to
finish the project,” Veo says, “and made it all worth it.”
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Opposite: “The ceilings in the master bath were just so big and tall it was going to feel very
cold without wallpaper,” says Howard, who selected Quadrille’s Longfellow as the solution.
Other decorative elements include the Zurich lantern by Vaughan and an antique garden stool.
Below: The master bedroom steps out to the spa, which is separated from the pool for the
owners’ private view. Inside, a four-poster bed by Tritter Feefer with an embroidered coverlet
and shams by The Linen Ladies rests on a carpet by Crescent. The bench, covered in a
Schumacher fabric, is by Lee Industries; the drapery fabric is by Alex Conroy.
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